
Age:  4-11 years (Key Stage 1 & 2

READY…
What I need:  4 dodgeballs/sponge balls

5 cones (2 x red, 2 x blue and 1 x white)

A stopwatch

STEADY…
Two equal teams start on opposite side of the court/playground, behind their attacking white line.

All 4 dodgeballs are lined up along the center line; 2 on one side of the white center cone and 2 on the other
side.

GO!
On the signal of ‘Go’ two players from each team race to retrieve a ball each from their side of the centre.
Cone (Each ball is placed on top of a cone to stop it rolling away).

After 5 seconds, on the word ‘Dodge’ the balls can be thrown.

A game then proceeds with both sets of players trying to take the opposition’s players out of the game, either
by striking them with a ball they have thrown before it bounces, or by catching a ball thrown by an opponent –
a successful catch also allows the defending team to regain a player that has previously been taken out of the
game (whoever was out first and so on thereafter).

A game lasts for a maximum of 10 minutes and a team can win a game by  having more players remaining on
their side of the court at the end of 10 minutes.

● A player is "out" if:

● He/she gets hit by a ball below the shoulders – The ball may not hit the floor or wall first.

● His/her ball is caught by another player.

● She steps out of bounds – During play, players may only leave the playing area to retrieve a ball, and they
may only leave through their end line. They must also re-enter the game through their end line.

● A ball hits him/her and another teammate (they are both out).

● He hits an opponent in the head with the ball.

IF YOU NEED HELP JUST ASK ONE OF OUR BRONZE AMBASSADORS, SAFEGUARDING TEAM OR LUNCHTIME
SUPERVISORS TO HELP YOU.

Dodgeball


